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Manned S p a c e P r o g r a m s , S p a c e S y s t e m s D i v i s i o n
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This Final Report provides the results obtained in the Shuttle Cryogenics Supply
System Optimization Study, NAS 9-11330, performed by Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company (LMSC) under contract to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. The study was under the technical direc-
tion of Mr. T. L. Davies, Cryogenics Section of the Power Generation Branch, Pro-
pulsion and Power Division. Technical effort producing these results was performed
in the period from October 1970 to June 1973.
The Final Report is published in eleven volumes*:
Volume I Executive Summary
Volumes II, III, and IV Technical Report
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The LMSC Staff participants are as follows:
Study Manager L. L. Morgan




Integrated Systems H. L. Jensen
Component Analyses B. R. Bollard
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LISTALL processor which lists a file in alphabetical order. Since the processor does
not differentiate between subroutines, functions and Procedure Definition Processors
(PDPs), each subprogram has been relabeled to clearly identify the type of symbolic
listing presented.
The alphabetical listing permits rapid list scanning when searching for a particular
subprogram.
While symbolic listings are quite useful in understanding the coding of a particular
subprogram, it is recommended that the program user create and maintain a standard
compiler listing output file, since the additional information provided by the compiler
is very useful in troubleshooting and debugging changes to the basic coding.
The program list file follows:
B-l
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THE CRYOGENIC INTEGRATED MATH MODEL
(TCIMM)
PART H - PROGRAM FILE ELEMENT TABLE OF CONTENTS
The next several papes contain the program file table of contents, also know as the
PRT.T index. The table is printed when called for by a ATPRT.T control card. The
output contains the "element table," "procedure tables," and, if a ATPREP card
has preceeded the PRT card, the "entry point table."






— an asterisk means that the entry is deleted from the file.
- name of symbolic/relocatable/absolute element.
— version of element.
- if the element is symbolic, the processor which created it
is indicated.




position of the element in the file. This is sequentially issued
as elements are added to the file.
— for relocatable elements, the preamble length is given in
sectors (28 words per sector).
TEXT-SIZE — this is the text size in sectors.
CYCLE
WORD
- the cycle word is broken up into three separate parameters;
starting from left to right, they are:
(1) the number of cycles the system will maintain
(2) the number of the most current cycles
- - _ _. .. . (absolute scale)
(3) the number of cycles currently being maintained.
LOCATION - refers to the sector position relating to the start of the file
(1792 is the base).
B-337
LOCKHEED MISSILES 8t SPACE COMPANY
LMSC-A991396
It should be noted that the entry point table is fugitive in the sense that it must be
recreated each time a change is made in the program, and is subject to the following
constraints:
(1) Destroyed when an update is made to any element in a program file.
(2) Destroyed when program file is put on magnetic tape.
(3) Is not re-established when file is copied from tape to drum.
(4) Contains externalized labels.
(5) Is created by the ATPREP statement which will prepare or re-establish
an entry point table for a specified program file.
B-338




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE CRYOGENIC INTEGRATED MATH MODEL
(TCIMM)
PART HI - CROSS REFERENCE OF PROGRAM FILE
It is often of interest to know which subprograms call a specific routine in a given
program sequence. This kind of information for program file TCIMM is presented
in the following pages. An explanation of the XREF processes which generates the
cross reference listing is given below.
XREF (Cross Reference Listing of Relocatable Elements): The XREF processor
generates a cross reference listing of all entry points and undefined symbols in the
specified program file that has been PACKed and PREP'D. The names of the re-
locatable elements are listed alphabetically. Beside each element name, the names
of the element entry points are listed. Beside each entry point name, the names of
all relocatable elements in the program file which reference this entry point are listed.
An element entry point is the result of an assembly or compilation and specifies the
location at which execution of the program element commences. A compiled FORTRAN V
subroutine or function has one entry point corresponding to the name of the subroutine
or function. An undefined symbol (or external reference) is the result of a subroutine
call or reference to an array not contained within the element. Any external FORTRAN
reference creates an undefined symbol.
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